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Based on daily measured data from 25 stations in Xinjiang Province from 1963 to 2017,
we discuss the statistical characteristics, linear trends, and temporal concentration of
slight precipitation (SP) and extreme precipitation (EP) events, and consider relationships
between SP and EP events and daily mean temperature. The results show that SP
events contribute strongly to the total annual number of wet days, and that EP events
contribute strongly to the total annual precipitation amount. In consist with the decrease
in SP events and the increase in EP events over the 55-year period, the contribution
of SP events to total annual number of wet days has decreased significantly while the
contribution of EP events to total annual precipitation amount has increased significantly.
SP event usually distributes through most months of the year, whereas EP event
usually concentrates in summer (JJA). Influenced by the negative trends for SP events
frequency and positive trends of EP events frequency during recent decades, the
concentration degree for SP and EP events have significantly increased and decreased,
respectively. Distinct differences are found between the relationships of SP events and
EP events to daily mean temperature. The daily mean temperature recorded at the
stations in Northern Xinjiang on days with SP events was between –35◦C and +34◦C,
and for EP events ranged from –21◦C to +30◦C. Regionally averaged curves for the
change in SP and EP event frequency with temperature have bimodal and unimodal
distributions, respectively. Trends for daily mean temperatures and for the frequency
of SP events at different temperatures agree well over nearly the entire temperature
range, while trends for daily mean temperatures and for the frequency of EP events at
different temperatures are not always consistent. These results will help to improve our
understanding of the characteristics and variability of precipitation in arid regions within
the context of climate warming.

Keywords: slight precipitation, extreme precipitation, Northern Xinjiang, temporal concentration, precipitation
response to warming

INTRODUCTION

Significant climate responses to global warming have been observed in arid and semi-arid areas.
In eastern hemisphere, a drier climate response and dryland expansion existed are in most part
of the arid lands, including Central Asia, and Northwest China (Chen et al., 2009; Li et al., 2013;
Huang et al., 2016a,b, 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). There was a century-long course of warm and dry
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over the arid region of Northwest China, until the abrupt climate
shift occurred in its west part (particularly in Xinjiang Province)
around 1987 (Shi et al., 2002, 2003). As a special phenomenon
among the arid lands (Zhang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015), this warm
and humid climate tendency in Xinjiang Province is attached
with complex mechanism and enormous impacts on regional
climate and ecosystem (Yao et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2016; Zhao
et al., 2017). In order to have a better understand of the warm and
humid climate change and to counter the extreme climate issues
in Xinjiang, such as drought in spring while flood in summer,
and the coexistence of drought and flood, many studies for
precipitation response to the rising temperature were conducted
(Wang et al., 2012, 2013, 2017; Jiang et al., 2013; Deng et al.,
2014; Yao et al., 2015). Most of these works emphasized the
significant increase in extreme precipitation (EP) events and
discussed its potential impacts, but less well understood and
insufficient studies have been carried out regarding the slight
precipitation (SP) events, a precipitation type that account for
large proportions in total annual wet days in Xinjiang province
(Fu et al., 2008; Liao et al., 2012) and have large importance in
arid lands. Zhang et al. (2012) suggested an increasing risk of
both flood and drought are expected with the observed upward
trend of concurrent strong and weak precipitation extremes in
Tianshan Mountains. These all indicate that a comprehensive
investigation of SP and EP events will not only help to better
understand the response of precipitation to temperature rise,
but also help to better understand the current extreme climate
issues in Xinjiang.

For the issue of how the precipitation response to a warming
background, researchers have proposed many important theories.
Based on the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (C-C relation),
Trenberth et al. (2003) suggested that, as the moisture in the
air column increases with rising temperature, the intensity
of precipitation will increase. While on the other hand, the
condition for formulation of precipitation will be more difficult
to reach, resulting in a decrease of precipitation frequency,
especially for light and moderate precipitation events. Other
theories, such as “wet-get-wetter” and “warmer-get-wetter” help
to understand why the response of precipitation to the warming
background varies from region to region (Held and Soden,
2006; Xie et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013). For instance, the
“wet-get-wetter” theory suggested that, the surface evaporation
and moisture in the air column both increase in the context
of temperature rising, and the accelerated water cycle may
eventually make the dry areas drier and wet areas wetter.
Many different precipitation responses to the warming climate
have been observed in China over recent decades. In addition
to increases or decreases in total annual precipitation, the
persistence and phase of precipitation may change, and the
proportions of precipitation events in different levels (e.g.,
small rain, moderate rain, and heavy rain) may be affected
(Liu et al., 2005; Qian and Lin, 2005; Huang et al., 2011;
Zhai et al., 2017). With the rapid warming in the second half
of 20th century, generally, precipitation events with relatively
large intensities (e.g., heavy rain, extreme rain) increased and
precipitation events with small intensities (e.g., slight rain,
small rain) decreased significantly in China (Zhai et al., 2005;

Qian et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2008). This is largely in consist
with the conclusion in Trenberth et al. (2003). However,
there are many dynamic and thermodynamic factors that can
bring impacts on precipitation, which makes it complicated
to assess the effect of rising temperatures on precipitation in
different regions.

Accompanied with the warm and humid climate tendency in
Xinjiang Province, apart from the significant upward trends for
the frequency of extreme precipitation events, obvious increase
in small precipitation events and total number of annual wet days
were also observed in both the relatively earlier works (Zhai et al.,
2005; Qian et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2008) and those recent ones
(Jiang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2014; Zhou
et al., 2015). Apparently, these changes conflict with the “wet-
get-wetter” (dry-get-drier) theory, and cannot be well explained
by the conclusion in Trenberth et al. (2003) too. As for SP
events, the earlier studies reported opposite results for the trend
of SP events in Xinjiang province during the second half of 20th
century (e.g., Qian et al., 2007; Xin et al., 2008), while the recent
studies on changes of precipitation in Xinjiang Province usually
based on the indicators defined by Expert Team for Climate
Change Detection Monitoring and Indices (ETCCDMI), which
contains no indicator for SP events (Jiang et al., 2013; Wang
et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2015). Moreover,
although there is an expected increase in extreme precipitation
with temperature rising, the understanding of the relationship
between precipitation and temperature remains insufficient at
present. Recently, Utsumi et al. (2011) show that the relationship
between extreme daily precipitation and daily mean surface
temperature are not monotonous in the midlatitudes, and Xiao
et al. (2017) found a piece-wise linear relationship between daily
surface temperature and extreme precipitation in Central and
Eastern China, and showed that the relationship changed from
a positive to a negative relationship at approximately 25◦C.

Based on the previous analyses, there are several questions
need to be addressed. For examples, during recent few decades,
particularly the last two decades, how the SP events changes in
Northern Xinjiang? Are changes in SP and EP events reflected in
their relative contributions to annual totals, and can these lead
to changes in the structure of annual precipitation? Over recent
decades, no clear trends have been observed in precipitation
concentration in Xinjiang Province (Li et al., 2011), but these
have not been broken down and explained in terms of changes
to SP and EP events. To what extent can these changes explain
the current status of extreme climate issues in Northern Xinjiang?
How closely are the changes in precipitation connected to
the warming climate in Xinjiang? Specifically, are there any
connections between changes in SP and EP events and the rising
temperature? To address the questions above, the content of this
paper is organized as follows: data and methods are introduced
in section 2, trends and characteristics observed for SP and EP
events in Northern Xinjiang are described in section 3, and
section 4 presents a statistical analysis of SP and EP event
concentration. Connections between precipitation distribution
and daily mean temperature are discussed in section 5, and
section 6 summarizes the paper and presents some discussion
and conclusions.
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DATA AND METHODS

Data
We used daily precipitation and mean temperature
measurements from 25 stations across Northern Xinjiang
covering 55 years from 1963 to 2017, which we obtained from
the China Meteorological Data Service Center. Prior to analysis,
this dataset was pre-processed using a quality control procedure
that excluded data from stations where more than 30 days of
data were missing over the study period, or where the recorded
station position had changed by more than 20 km. Two more
stations were removed after quality control because the total
number of annual wet days that they recorded was extremely
low, which study of EP events show to be statistically unlikely.
The topography of Northern Xinjiang and the locations of the
25 stations are shown in Figure 1A. The Tianshan and Altai
mountains dominate the topography of Northern Xinjiang and
are located in the south and north of the region, respectively,
with the Junggar Basin between them.

It is also worth noting that the observation of liquid
precipitation at Xinjiang stations changed from manual
observation to automatic observation in 2007, and the
observation of solid precipitation changed in 2012. Although
the homogeneity of precipitation data can be affected by factors

such as location change or changes in rain gauge type (Jiang
et al., 2008; Yang and Li, 2014), no evidence of the influence
of automatic observation on the identification of SP has been
found so far. However, it is worth considering whether the
transition from manual to automatic observations in Xinjiang
could be a cause of inhomogeneity in the precipitation data,
especially for SP.

Methods
The SP events discussed in this study were wet days (daily
precipitation ≥0.1 mm) with precipitation between 0.1 and
0.9 mm, and EP events were defined using a threshold method.
Wet days were classified as EP events when the precipitation
amount exceeded the 95th percentile threshold. We followed
Bonsal et al. (2001) to calculate the 95th percentile threshold.
In detail, wet days were identified in the data from each station
and all wet days from 1963 to 2017 were arranged in order
of ascending precipitation amount for each individual station.
The 95th percentile threshold was calculated from the resulting
distribution and wet days with a precipitation amount exceeding
this threshold were considered to be EP events for that station.
See Table 1 for more details.

The intra-annual frequency distributions for SP and EP
events were analyzed by calculating the concentration degree

FIGURE 1 | (A) Topography for Northern Xinjiang and location of the 25 stations. (B) The 95th percentile thresholds used to define extreme precipitation events.
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TABLE 1 | Definitions of precipitation indices and comparison with other works.

Indices Definition Agree with Differ from

Wet days daily precipitation
= 0.1 mm

(Liu et al., 2005; Li
et al., 2011; Jiang
et al., 2013; Wang
et al., 2013; Zheng

et al., 2014)

(Qian and Lin,
2005; Zhou et al.,

2015; exceeds
1.0 mm) (Wang

et al., 2012; Zhang
et al., 2012; =

1.0 mm)

SP events daily precipitation
between 0.1 and

0.9 mm

(Qian et al., 2007;
Fu et al., 2008;

between 0.1 and
1.0 mm). (Xin et al.,
2008; Zheng et al.,
2014; between 0.0

and 0.2 mm).

EP events daily precipitation
exceeds 95th

threshold

(Qian and Lin,
2005; Zhai et al.,

2005; Wang et al.,
2012, 2013; Jiang
et al., 2013; Zhou

et al., 2015)

[Qian et al., 2007;
(exceeds 50 mm);
Xin et al., 2008;
(exceeds 99th

threshold)]

(CD) and concentration period (CP), which are widely used
to investigate the concentration of daily precipitation and dust
storm events. The calculation of CD and CP was based on the
assumptions that the monthly occurrences of an event could be
treated as a vector quantity, and the direction for a year can be
seen as a circle (Zhang and Qian, 2003; Li et al., 2011; Zhao
et al., 2017). Hence, CD and CP were calculated as follows:

Ri =
∑

rij

Rxi =
∑

rij • sin θj

Ryi =
∑

rij • cos θj

CDi =

√
R2
xi + R2

yi

Ri

CPi = arctan
(
Rxi
Ryi

)
Where i represents the ith year, j represents the jth month
of the year, rij is the total number of events (for SP or EP
events in this study) in the jth month of the ith year, Ri
represents the total number of events over all 12 months of
the ith year, and θj is the azimuth for the jth month. Rx
and Ry donate the horizontal and vertical components of the
vector. The value for CD ranges from 0 to 1 and reflects
how concentrated in time events were within a given year. If
there were no events in a year, or if events were distributed
evenly through the year, then the CD value is 0. If events are
wholly concentrated in a single month, then the CD value is
1. In all other cases, a larger value for CD indicates a higher
concentration of events in time. The value for CP reflects

the month when the events were most intense, taking into
account the frequency of events within the month, and the
start and end months for individual events. Values for CP
range from 0 to 360◦, where 0–30◦ corresponds to January,
30–60◦ corresponds to February, and so on with 330◦–360◦
corresponding to December.

STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF SP AND
EP EVENTS IN NORTHERN XINJIANG

Xinjiang is far from the Pacific Ocean, and the Tibetan Plateau
prevents significant moisture from the Indian Ocean from
reaching the region. Precipitation in Xinjiang is therefore
characterized by a low annual precipitation amount, few annual
wet days, and low precipitation intensity. The threshold used to
identify EP events in Xinjiang is much lower than for monsoon
region in Eastern China (Zhai et al., 2005). The 95th percentile
for daily precipitation amount gives a threshold of between 7 and
13 mm for defining EP events at the most Northern Xinjiang
stations, as shown in Figure 1B. There are five stations with
thresholds below 7 mm, but the threshold is above 6 mm for all
stations. Although there are four stations with thresholds greater
than 13 mm, three of these thresholds are below 14 mm and
there is only one station where the threshold is much greater
(22.9 mm). Relatively high thresholds were evident at stations in
the south and west of Northern Xinjiang, and most thresholds
exceed 10 mm in these areas. The thresholds at stations on the
north and west sides of the Junggar Basin are generally below
10 mm, which is relatively small, and three of the five stations
in Northern Xinjiang with thresholds below 7 mm are located in
these regions. The mean threshold used to define EP events across
Northern Xinjiang is small, at 10.1 mm, but the numbers above
show that there are large differences across the region.

The mean annual occurrence of SP and EP events and the
mean annual precipitation amounts that are attributed to SP and
EP events are shown in Figure 2. The annual occurrence of SP
events at most stations across Northern Xinjiang ranges from 30
to 50 days (Figure 2A), and the average across all 25 stations
is 41.7 days. Most stations where the occurrence of SP events
exceeds the average are in the west part of Northern Xinjiang, and
there are fewer stations with frequent SP events in the east part of
the region. The station where SP events are most infrequent is at
the eastern edge of Northern Xinjiang, where SP events occur for
24.8 days per year on average; this is the only station where the
average frequency for SP events is below 30 days per year. There
are five stations where SP events occur with an average frequency
of more than 50 days per year. These are all in the western part
of Northern Xinjiang, where the highest SP event frequency is
62 days per year, which is nearly 10 days more than the average at
any other station. The spatial pattern of mean annual SP amount
(Figure 2B) is similar to that for SP occurrence (Figure 2A),
which is also higher in the west and lower in the east. The mean
annual precipitation amount attributable to SP events is between
12 and 18 mm at most stations across Northern Xinjiang. The
station for which this is lowest, at 8.9 mm, is also where SP events
occur most infrequently. The station where the total precipitation
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Mean number of slight precipitation (SP) events per year, (B) mean total annual precipitation amount attributed to SP events, (C) mean number of
extreme precipitation (EP) events per year, and (D) mean total annual precipitation amount attributed to EP events.

attributable to SP events is highest, at 21.5 mm, is the station
where SP events occur most frequently.

Slight precipitation events occur approximately 10 times more
frequently than EP events at most stations across Northern
Xinjiang, and there are some similarities between the spatial
distributions for the different events (Figures 2A,C). For
example, stations in the west experience more frequent EP and
SP events than stations in the east, and the stations where EP
events are most frequent are also the stations where SP events
are most frequent. It is clear that EP events occur infrequently
in Northern Xinjiang. Figure 2C shows that EP events occur
fewer than five times per year at most stations, and the mean
occurrence across all 25 stations is 4.2 days per year. This low
frequency for EP events is consistent with the arid climate, which
makes the annual number of wet days low in Xinjiang. The spatial
pattern for event frequency, which shows EP and SP events to
be more frequent in the west than in the east, is not apparent
in the distribution of total precipitation amount attributable to
EP events (Figure 2D) because the amount of precipitation from
EP events in northwest parts of the Junggar Basin is low. The
relatively higher annual precipitation amounts attributable to EP
events occur at stations in southwest areas of Northern Xinjiang.
The average annual precipitation amount attributable to EP
events is between 50 and 100 mm at most stations, and the mean
across all 25 stations is 69.3 mm, which suggests that EP events
account for a large proportion of the total annual precipitation
over Northern Xinjiang, and highlights potential risks that may
arise from EP events. Note that there are three stations where the
annual precipitation amount from EP events exceeds 100 mm,
and that at one (Tianchi station) of these stations, it reaches
181.7 mm, showing that these areas are more strongly affected
by EP events than other areas.

To better understand changes in SP and EP events at stations
across Northern Xinjiang, we looked at linear trends in the

contribution of SP and EP events to the total number of wet days
and total annual precipitation amounts. The annual number of
wet days that correspond to SP events is shown as a proportion
of the total number of annual wet days in Figure 3A for each
station. In agreement with previous research (Liao et al., 2012),
the contribution of SP events to the total number of annual wet
days is relatively high in Xinjiang; the regional mean is 49.5%,
indicating that nearly half of all wet days in Xinjiang are SP
events. The proportion of wet days that are accounted for by
SP events is below 40% at only five stations, and the smallest
proportion is 33.5%, meaning that SP events account for more
than a third of the total number of wet days at all stations, as
shown in Figure 3A. However, the linear trends show that the
proportion of total wet days that are accounted for by SP events
has decreased significantly over recent decades at most stations
(Figure 3B). The trend is negative at all stations except one, and is
statistically significant for two thirds of the stations. The decrease
is particularly noticeable at stations around the Junggar Basin.
The low intensity of SP events means that their contribution
to the total annual precipitation amount is small (Figure 3C),
despite the fact that they account for a large proportion of
the total number of wet days. The mean contribution of SP
events to the total precipitation amount across all 25 stations is
8.5%. The contribution is less than 10% at more than half of
the stations across Northern Xinjiang, and is less than 15% at
nearly all stations, with the exception of one station where the
contribution is 16.5%. Trends in the contribution of SP events to
the total number of wet days (Figure 3B) are similar to the trends
in the contribution of SP events to total precipitation amount
(Figure 3D). Both trends are positive for the same single station
and negative at all other stations, and both trends are strongly
decreasing at most stations around the Junggar Basin.

The contribution of EP events to the total annual precipitation
amount ranges from 24.3 to 32.8% at stations across Northern
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FIGURE 3 | (A) The average contribution of SP events to the total annual number of wet days, (B) linear trends in the contribution of SP events to the total annual
number of wet days over 55 years, (C) the contribution of SP events to the total annual precipitation amount, (D) linear trends in the contribution of SP events to the
total annual precipitation amount over 55 years, (E) the contribution of EP events to the total annual precipitation amount, and (F) linear trends in the contribution of
EP events to the total annual precipitation amount over 55 years. Solid triangles mark where the linear trends are significant at the 95% confidence level.

Xinjiang (Figure 3E), and the average across all 25 stations is
28.8%. EP events typically have high intensity and therefore their
contribution to the total annual precipitation amount generally
exceeds the contribution of SP events, despite the fact that EP
events account for only 5% of the total number of wet days at
every station, which is much lower than for SP events. There
existed a contrast in the contribution of EP events to the total
precipitation amount at stations in the southwest of Northern
Xinjiang; at three stations in this area, EP events account for
less than 27% of total annual precipitation amount, while at
four stations in this same area, EP events account for more
than 31% of total annual precipitation amount. There are also
differences in the Junggar Basin, where the contribution of EP
events to the total precipitation amount is higher at stations in
southern parts of the basin than at stations in northern parts
of the basin. There are clear differences between the trends
for the contributions of SP and EP events to the total annual
precipitation amount (Figures 3D,F), and this is reflected in both
the magnitude of the trends and in the degree to which they
are significant. There is an increasing trend in the contribution
of EP events to the total annual precipitation amount at most
stations and it is negative at only three stations (Figure 3F). By
contrast, the negative trend of the contribution of SP events to
the total annual precipitation amount is observed at almost all the

stations (Figure 3D). Moreover, the trends are significant with a
confidence level of 95% at only seven stations (Figure 3F), while
the trends for the contribution of SP events to the total annual
precipitation amount are statistically significant at most stations
(Figure 3D). The difference is particularly noticeable at stations
around the Junggar Basin.

Figure 4 shows the proportion of the total number of annual
wet days and total annual precipitation amount accounted for
by SP and EP events averaged across all 25 stations, as well
as the mean anomalies for the number of annual wet days
and for the total annual precipitation amount. In agreement
with Figures 3B,D, the regional averages for the proportion of
annual wet days accounted for by SP events (Figure 4A), and
for the contribution of SP events to the total annual precipitation
amount (Figure 4B) decreased over the period from 1963 to 2017.
Notably, both of these negative trends reflect a dramatic decline
that began in the late 1990s and that there were no discernible
trends between the early 1960s and the mid-1990s. Between 1963
and 1995, SP events accounted for 49.96% of wet days, and 7.23%
of the total precipitation amount, which exceeds the 48.66 and
6.81% calculated for between 1963 and 2017. Most years where
SP events accounted for an extremely low proportion of both wet
days and the total precipitation amount were between 2000 and
2017. Over this period, the regional mean for the proportion of
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A B

C D

E F

FIGURE 4 | The regionally averaged contribution of SP and EP events (A,C) to the total number of annual wet days: (A) SP, and (C) EP; and (B,D) to the total annual
precipitation amount: (B) SP, and (D) EP; (E) anomalies in the regionally averaged total number of annual wet days; (F) anomalies in the regionally averaged total
annual precipitation amount. Plotted data are the means calculated over all 25 stations across Northern Xinjiang from 1963 to 2017.

wet days accounted for by SP events was 46.05%, and the regional
mean contribution of SP events to total precipitation amount was
6.05%, which are both relatively low.

In contrast, there were increasing trends over the study period
for the proportion of annual wet days accounted for by EP events
(Figure 4C), and for the contribution of EP events to the total
annual precipitation amount (Figure 4D). Both of these measures
gradually increased from a minimum in 1975, and the rate of
increase for both measures increased over the study period,
particularly after the early 2000s. The 3 years in which EP events
made the greatest contribution to the total precipitation amount,
and accounted for the greatest proportion of wet days, were 2007,
2015, and 2016. Between 2005 and 2017, EP events accounted for
the largest proportions of both annual number of wet days and
total precipitation amount (5.91 and 33.34%, respectively), which
exceeds the mean contributions over both the whole study period
(4.86 and 29.83%, respectively), and the period from 1963 to
2000 (4.41 and 28.25%, respectively). In addition to the opposing
trends, there are further contrasts between the contributions of
SP and EP events to the number of wet days and to the total

precipitation amount. Both the correlation coefficient between
the contribution of SP and EP events to total annual number of
wet days and the correlation coefficient between the contribution
of SP and EP events to total annual precipitation amount
are −0.76. Particularly, in some years, when the proportional
contribution of EP events was particularly high, the proportional
contribution from SP events was usually low, and vice versa. For
example, the proportion of wet days accounted for by EP events
was extremely low in 1974, 1985, and 1997 (Figure 4C), when the
proportion of wet days accounted for by SP events was very high
(Figure 4A). As a further example, the contribution of EP events
to the total precipitation amount was very high in 2007, 2015,
and 2016 (Figure 4D), when the contribution from SP events was
extremely low (Figure 4B).

There was a significant shift at around 1987 in the time
series of both the total annual number of wet days (Figure 4E)
and for the total precipitation amount (Figure 4F). The annual
number of wet days in Northern Xinjiang typically oscillates on
a decadal scale rather than following an upwards trend; there
were relatively few wet days in the years before the mid-1980s,
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relatively more wet days in the years following the late 1990s, and
a high number of wet days in the years between the mid-1980s
and mid-1990s (Figure 4E). The increasing trend in the annual
precipitation amount (Figure 4F) is more obvious than the trend
in the number of annual wet days because the two quantities
followed opposing trends from the early 2000s, which the annual
number of wet days began a slight decline in the early 2000s, while
the total annual precipitation amount continued to rise.

The impact of SP events on the number of wet days and EP
events on the total annual precipitation amount was assessed
for each station using the coefficient of determination, shown in
Figure 5. The coefficient of determination between the annual
number of SP events and the number of annual wet days ranges
from 0.15 to 0.87 and the mean value across all 25 stations
is 0.53 (Figure 5A). The coefficient of determination between
the precipitation amount attributable to SP events and the total
precipitation amount ranges from 0 to 0.21 (not shown). The
coefficient of determination between the annual number of EP
events and the total annual number of wet days ranges from
0.02 to 0.34 (not shown), and the coefficient of determination
between the precipitation amount attributable to EP events
and the total annual precipitation amount ranges from 0.46

to 0.81 (Figure 5B). In agreement with our earlier findings in
Figures 3, 4, SP events influence the annual number of wet days
more strongly than the total precipitation amount, while the
converse is true for EP events.

Slight precipitation events occur frequently and contribute
strongly to the total number of wet days, but they have a low
intensity and so the annual precipitation amount attributable to
SP events, and the proportion of the total annual precipitation
amount that this accounts for, is therefore small. The situation is
reversed for EP events. Since EP events are intense, the annual
precipitation amount from EP events, and the contribution of
this to the total annual precipitation amount, is high, despite the
infrequent occurrence of EP events and their small contribution
to the total number of wet days. Notice that the annual number
of wet days increased in Northern Xinjiang over recent decades,
means that the decrease in frequency of SP event was offset by the
increase in frequency of other precipitation events. Especially in
the period before the late 1990s, when the decrease of SP events
is not very fast.

A few previous studies have focused on the changes in the
precipitation for different grades at some Xinjiang stations,
and they show that the constant decline in slight precipitation

FIGURE 5 | The coefficient of determination at each station in Northern Xinjiang for: (A) the annual occurrence of SP events and the annual number of wet days, and
(B) the annual precipitation amount attributable to EP events and the total annual precipitation amount.
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frequency at Urumchi station and stations in the Bole region
(on the southwest side of the Junggar Basin) was well-defined
between the 1960s and 2000s (Xin et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2014),
and a significantly lower frequency was also found in the 2000s.
This is consistent with our results and proves the importance of
changes in precipitation events with lower intensity in Xinjiang.

CONCENTRATION OF SP AND EP
EVENTS OVER NORTHERN XINJIANG

We investigated the intra-annual features of the characteristics
of the SP and EP events, and of the long-term changes to these,
using the measures of CD and CP described in see section
“Methods.” The CD and CP values for the SP and EP events
at each station in Northern Xinjiang are shown in Figure 6,
with all of the values from the study period being classified into
different categories. The CD values for SP are typically <0.3 at
most stations (Figure 6A), which implies that the concentration
of SP events is generally low in Northern Xinjiang. The number
of years for which CD is less than 0.3 ranges from 29 to 54 across
the stations, which means that CD is relatively small for more
than half the study period at all stations in Northern Xinjiang; in
fact, CD is rarely greater than 0.5 at any station for any year in the
study period. This suggests that SP events are generally spaced
over several months in Northern Xinjiang, and the distribution
of CP for SP events in Figure 6B supports this conclusion. CP for
SP events includes three or four seasons for most stations, with a
significant peak for one season. At some stations, the probability
is nearly equal for all four seasons, showing that SP events occur
in all months with nearly equal frequency at these stations. The
CP for SP events from all 55 years occurred primarily in winter
(DJF), and secondly in autumn (SON), particularly for stations
around the Junggar Basin. Overall, CP varies between regions

and winter is the dominant CP for most, but not all, stations in
Northern Xinjiang. For example, the CP for SP events occurred
mainly in spring (MAM) at some stations in the southwest.

There are some years in which CD is 1 (or 0) for EP events
(Figure 6C), reflecting the fact that only one EP event occurred
(or none). Apart from these two cases, CD for EP events is greater
than 0.5 for most years at most stations, suggesting that EP events
are concentrated in time on an intra-annual scale. However, it
should be noted that at some stations, CD is less than 0.5 for more
than a quarter of the years included in the study period, indicating
that EP events were spaced further apart in time in those years.
The most common CP for EP events between 1963 and 2017
was in summer (JJA; Figure 6D), but MAM is the second most
probable season for EP event occurrence. The mean number of
years for which the CP was in MAM, averaged across all 25
stations, is 11.8, which is nearly a third of the number of years
for which it was in JJA, and twice the number of years for which
most EP events occur in SON. The low annual frequency and
high CD values for EP events imply that EP events in Northern
Xinjiang are most likely to occur in the warmer seasons, which is
very different to the timing of SP events.

There are clear inter-annual and long-term variations in SP
and EP events (Figure 4), and both exhibit notable intra-annual
variability. The inter-annual variability of CD for EP and SP
events is shown at a regional scale in Figure 7 and suggests
that the concentration of both SP and EP events has changed
in recent decades. Moreover, the changes to CD for SP and EP
events are related to long-term trends in SP and EP events. There
is a significant upward trend in regionally averaged CD values
for SP events (Figure 7A), which results from a marked shift
from lower to higher values around the late 1990s that is clearly
related to changes in the frequency of SP events (Figure 4A). In
contrast, there is notable decline in the regionally averaged CD
values for EP events (Figure 7B). This decrease is clearly relevant

FIGURE 6 | Annual values of (A) CD, and (B) CP for SP events at each station in Northern Xinjiang from 1963 to 2017; (C,D) are as (A,B), but for EP events. (Values
of 55 years were classified into different categories).
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A B

FIGURE 7 | Regionally averaged CD for: (A) SP, and (B) EP events over Northern Xinjiang from 1963 to 2017.

to the increased frequency of EP events over recent decades
(Figure 4C) because an increase in event frequency can easily
lead to a decrease in event concentration, particularly when the
increase does not occur in the main season.

The large difference between the concentration of SP and EP
events originates from the significant differences in the statistical
characteristics of SP and EP events, including in their mean
annual frequency and the trends they have followed over recent
decades. The annual frequency for SP events is high and they may
occur in almost any month in a year, while EP events are less
frequent and usually occur in the warmer months, when the air
column is warmer and can hold more water vapor. As a result,
EP events are more concentrated than SP events over the course
of a year. In addition, due to the opposing trends for SP and EP
event frequency, trends in the concentration of SP and EP events
are also opposing.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
PRECIPITATION DISTRIBUTION AND
DAILY MEAN TEMPERATURE

The seasonal variations in the frequency of SP and EP events
suggests that air temperature may also influence their occurrence.
We used the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) method to
assess how the spatial distribution of precipitation varies with
daily mean temperature. To be specific, the occurrence of SP
and EP events at each daily mean temperature were checked for
every Northern Xinjiang station, then the temperature range of
SP and EP occurrence for the whole region was calculated. At
each station, for each degree in the temperature range covering
the SP events, the number of SP events was counted and we then
calculated the mean intensity of these SP events. The frequency
(or intensity) of the SP events from the 25 stations varied with
the different daily mean temperatures and can be seen as a
spatiotemporal field, as can that of EP event frequency and EP
event intensity. The EOF analysis was then performed on the
original values of these four fields, and four first modes were
obtained. These first modes for the variations in SP and EP events

with temperature are shown in Figures 8, 9, and the variance
contributions of EOF1 from SP event frequency, SP event
intensity, EP event frequency, and EP event intensity were 81.3,
91.8, 70.9, and 81.2%, respectively. All of the first eigenvectors are
positive over the whole of Northern Xinjiang (Figure 8), and the
differences between them reflect the distribution of areas where
their individual values are high. The first eigenvector from the
EOF analysis of the variability in the frequency of SP events
with temperature has a high value in western areas, including
the northwest part of the Junggar Basin and the western part of
the Tianshan mountains (Figure 8A). The region where the first
eigenvector for the EOF analysis of the variability in SP event
intensity with temperature has high values is the northeastern
area of Junggar Basin (Figure 8B). For the analysis of EP
event frequency with temperature, the first eigenvector has a
positive maximum in the western part of the Tianshan mountains
(Figure 8C), and the first eigenvector for the analysis of variability
in EP event intensity with temperature is in the southern part of
the Junggar Basin (Figure 8D).

Although the locations of the maxima for the eigenvectors
differ between the analysis of the SP and EP events, there
are some similarities in the spatial distribution of the first
eigenvector for the analysis of both events. However, the time
coefficient from the EOF analysis of changes in SP and EP events
with temperature is very different for the SP and EP events
(Figure 9). SP events occur within a daily mean temperature
range of –35 to +34◦C and EP events occur within –21 to
+30◦C. There are two maxima for the variability of SP event
frequency within the daily mean temperature range of –35 to
+34◦C: one from –14 to –5◦C, and one from 14 to 22◦C
(Figure 9A). There is a temperature interval between these
two peaks that corresponds to relatively low variability for the
occurrence of SP events, but the variabilities in this interval is
still larger than that in the intervals between –18 and –35◦C
and between 25 and 34◦C. The variability of the intensity of
SP events varies slowly with temperature, gradually increasing
between –35 and +18◦C, then dropping notably (Figure 9B).
Apart from differences in the temperature range, the most
obvious difference between the distributions of variability for SP
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FIGURE 8 | The first eigenvectors from the EOF analysis of variations in (A) SP event frequency, (B) SP event intensity, (C) EP event frequency, and (D) EP event
intensity with daily mean temperature change.

A B

C D

FIGURE 9 | The time coefficient of the first modes from the EOF analysis of variations in (A) SP event frequency, (B) SP event intensity, (C) EP event frequency, and
(D) EP event intensity with daily mean temperature change.

and EP event frequency with temperature is that there is only one
maximum for EP event frequency with temperature (Figure 9C).
As shown in Figure 9C, EP events occur more frequently in
the temperature interval 7 to 18◦C, and less frequently below
2◦C and above 21◦C. Compared with the results for SP events,
changes in the intensity of EP events with temperature are
more dramatic and there is a peak at temperatures between
6 and 16◦C, where EP event intensity is clearly higher, while

the intensity of EP events quickly drops at temperatures above
16◦C (Figure 9D).

Precipitation in many areas around the world has changed
strikingly in response to the warming climate (IPCC, 2013).
To understand the connections between changes in temperature
and SP and EP events in Northern Xinjiang, we calculated
the trends for the annual frequency of different daily mean
temperatures and that of SP and EP events at different daily mean
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temperatures; these trends are shown in Figure 10 alongside
their climatic averages. The daily mean temperature in Northern
Xinjiang generally ranges from –35 to +34◦C, and has a
distribution with two peaks, and the mean number of days
each year that fall within each 1◦ division of this range is
5.21 (Figure 10A). The first peak is low and flat and ranges
from –9 to –6◦C, within which temperature range the average
annual frequency remains above 7 days. The second peak is
more prominent and ranges from 9 to 23◦C, within which
range the average annual frequency remains above 8 days.
Consistent with the warming climate over recent decades, the
frequency of warm daily mean temperatures (above 18◦C) has
increased, and the frequency of cold daily mean temperatures
(below –15◦C) has decreased. There is no significant trend
in the frequency of days where the mean temperature is
between –15 and 18◦C, but there are continuous upward and

A

B

C

FIGURE 10 | (A) Average annual frequency of days with different daily mean
temperatures. (B) Average annual frequency of SP events on days with
different daily mean temperatures. (C) Average annual frequency of EP events
on days with different daily mean temperatures. Plotted data represent the
mean across all stations, calculated from data covering 1963–2017. Red
(blue) lines indicate a positive (negative) linear trend over the 55 years; lines
marked with dots show trends that are significant at the 95% confidence level.

downward trends for daily mean temperatures within smaller
ranges inside this interval, for example there is a negative trend
in the frequency of daily mean temperatures between 0 and
17◦C (Figure 10A).

As shown in Figures 10B,C, the distributions of SP and EP
event frequency with temperature have a bimodal and a unimodal
distribution, respectively, which agrees with the results of the
EOF analysis in Figure 9. For some temperatures, there are
similarities between the trends for the number of days with that
temperature (Figure 10A) and for the frequency of SP events
(Figure 10B). For example, there are negative trends for SP event
frequency, and for the average number of days with temperatures
between 1 and 15◦C, or below –16◦C, and there is a positive trend
in both the average number of days and SP event frequency for
temperatures around –5◦C (Figure 10B). From inspection of the
changes in daily mean temperature and SP event frequency, it
is clear that there is a positive relationship between temperature
and SP event occurrence over most time intervals. When daily
mean temperatures within a certain temperature range become
more frequent, then the occurrence of SP events within that
temperature range generally also increases, and vice versa. There
are significant decreases in SP event frequency between 4 and
15◦C. In contrast, EP events occur more frequently at most
temperatures over recent decades, with the exception of a few
narrow intervals, such as between 4 and 5◦C (Figure 10C), which
suggests that the relationship between temperature and EP event
frequency is more complicated. Although the trends for number
of days with different daily mean temperatures (Figure 10A)
and EP event frequency (Figure 10C) have the same sign at
temperatures above 18◦C and at around –5◦C, the trends are
opposite between 6 and 17◦C.

There are differences between the distributions and trends
for the frequency of SP and EP events at different mean daily
temperatures. Firstly, the temperature range for days when SP
events occur is from –35 to +34◦C, which is broader than
the range for EP events, which is from –21 to 30◦C. Secondly,
there are differences between the frequency distribution for SP
and EP events with temperature: there are two peaks in the SP
event frequency distribution, and one for the EP event frequency
distribution. Lastly, the trends for the number of days and for SP
event frequency agree better over different temperatures than the
trends for the number of days and for EP event frequency. The
trends for the number of days and for the frequency of SP events
are the same over nearly the entire temperature range, but the
trends for the number of days and for the frequency of EP events
do not always agree, and are opposite for temperatures between 6
and 17◦C.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We used daily precipitation and mean temperature data from
25 stations from 1963 to 2017, to compare statistical features
and changes for SP and EP events over various timescales, and
to investigate and compare relationships between SP and EP
events and daily mean temperature. Our main conclusions are
as follows:
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(1) In Northern Xinjiang, from a regional perspective, SP
events contribute strongly to and account for 49.5% of the
total annual number of wet days, and contribute weakly
to and account for 8.5% of the total annual precipitation
amount. By contrast, EP events contribute strongly to and
account for 28.8% of the total annual precipitation amount,
and contribute weakly to and account for 5% of the total
annual number of wet days.

(2) Over recent decades, in consist with the negative trend in
SP events, the contribution of SP events to the total annual
precipitation amount and the total annual number of wet
days decreased significantly. Meanwhile, the contribution
of EP events to the total annual precipitation amount
increased significantly with the positive trend in EP events.

(3) The CD and CP values for SP event over the past
55 years show that SP events generally occur spaced
through all months of the year, while EP events are
generally concentrated in JJA. Regionally averaged CD
values for SP and EP events have significantly increased and
decreased, respectively, over Northern Xinjiang during the
past 55 years, and this is related to the frequency of SP and
EP events, which have experienced significant negative and
positive trends, respectively.

(4) There are distinct differences between the relationships of
SP and EP events to daily mean temperature. The daily
mean temperatures at which SP events occur range from –
35 to+34◦C at the stations across Northern Xinjiang, while
the temperature range for EP events is from –21 to+30◦C.
There are two peaks in the regionally averaged curve
between SP event frequency and temperature and only one
peak in the curve for EP events. Trends for daily mean
temperatures and for the frequency of SP events at different
temperatures agree well over nearly the entire temperature
range, while trends for daily mean temperatures and for the
frequency of EP events at different temperatures are not
always consistent.

Long-term changes to precipitation characteristics that vary
on a decadal scale are often related to changes in sea surface
temperature (Wang et al., 2014; Ning and Bradley, 2015; Yan
et al., 2019). For example, an increase in the daily variability of
precipitation from the Indian monsoon was caused by a warming
trend in the tropical Indian Ocean, which resulted in more
heavy precipitation events and fewer moderate precipitation

events (Goswami et al., 2006). Signals such as the basin mode
(IOBM) and the dipole mode (IOD) in the tropical Indian Ocean
have an important influence on precipitation in East China
(Guan and Yamagata, 2003; Yang et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2009).
There may also be links between IOBM and precipitation in
Xinjiang indicated from recent studies. For example, Zhao et al.
(2014, 2018) suggested that the weakened Indian monsoon is
conducive to cooling of the middle and upper troposphere over
central Asia in summer, and to increased water vapor transport
from the tropical Indian Ocean to Central Asia, which may
both contribute to increased precipitation in southern Xinjiang.
Similar relationships between the Indian Ocean and Central Asia
are also suggested by the results of climate projections from the
CMIP5 experiment (Zhao and Zhang, 2015). In future work, we
intend to study the impacts of signals from the Indian Ocean
on SP and EP events in Northern Xinjiang, and the mechanisms
that connect them.
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